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INTRO

My Name is Zikri
Zulkarnain
I am the creator of the YF Synergy Network and a
father of 100 bots.You are about to join a
revolutionary system that has never been offered
publicly before today.
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MADE FOR TRADING ENTHUSIASTS
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Coming from an investment background, I have always tried to make the best profits in trading. But those high-frequency traders
always stay ahead of me in this game. After spending 80% of my day time, I used to make small profits. Then I started to learn
about high-frequency trading (bot trading), but I can tell you 95% of the bots that you see in the market won’t help you in the long
run; you need a custom-tailored strategy and a bot to win this game.
Scalping BotsThese are the bots that run 24x7 on high-end servers, and they make small gains on each trade in the markets
even when you sleep; that’s how all these big guys do it and make millions from the financial markets.Problem: According to a
survey, 95% of the traders lose their hard-earned money in trading just because of these two factors (greed and
emotions).Solution: Having a bot helps eliminate greed and emotions from your everyday trading.
After learning how to build custom bots using python and a few other tools, I am doing well for the last ten years in the financial
markets. In the previous five years, I have applied the same bots to the crypto markets, and the profits have doubled for me
because of the cryptocurrencies being highly volatile.In the starting days of my trading journey, I made two excellent bots, which
helped me make an average of 33% annually from the financial markets.

I meet a person called Alex (from Switzerland) in a financial market conference, and we had a coffee and discussed more the
markets; he then showed me his trading results, which surprised me.
He made 10x more annual profits than me; then, I asked him the strategy behind his success. He told me he has 100+ trading
bots running for him 24x7 virtually, while I was having only two. And when I got back to Malaysia, I started to combine different
indicators and strategies like Bollinger bands, RSI, MACD, and a few more. At last, I was able to create 29 bots by combining all
those indicators.
My profits have increased 3–4 times than what I was making with those two bots. Every year I try to improve my bot numbers,
and just in 2019, I was able to reach more than 100 bots in my whole portfolio of bots (including crypto bots).
I now have a network of bots running on virtual servers trading the top exchanges like Binance.com, Huobi.com, Coinbase.com,
Bitfinex.com, Bittrex.com. A professional team of traders maintains these bots, so I don’t always have to trade the markets.
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We have finally decided to launch a network-based cryptocurrency
that will help build us more and more bots. It allows investors or traders
to invest in our bot network to make hands free profit margins without
trading the cryptocurrency markets.

Birth of YF
Synergy...

My team and I are coming out with a project called YFSG
(yfsynergy.finance) that will help many crypto newbies and intermediate
traders hands-free profits from the crypto markets.
With the help of my bots running 24x7, you don’t have to worry about
the profit or loss, as they will handle everything.Trading the market
includes an enormous amount of stress and lack of sleep. It happened
to me, too.
You will make a few bucks, but with bots, it’s like you are doing it at a
more professional level, and you get more profits, well who don’t need
more profits.
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What is YF
Synergy
Token?

YF Synergy Token is a subscription-based token.
Using YFSG, you can buy subscriptions into different
profit-based synergy pools, which offer you a certain
percentage of the profit in a month. Every pool is
separate and provides a different profit percentage.
For example, XRPBTC — Synergy Pool offers an
estimated 5–7% profit in a month for the next two
years from the date of investment; you can invest in
this pool your YFSG tokens and get anywhere
between 5–7% profit for the next two years.
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Synergy Bot
Network

Synergy Bot Network consists of more than 100 bots
at the moment. Our algorithm decides and selects
which coins to trade and which not.
We currently have some popular strategies like the
Fibonacci Strategy, Bollinger Bands Strategy, and
MFI Strategy already integrated into the bots that
help us decide when to exit and when to enter. We
have made some custom strategies using a
combination of all of the above techniques that allow
us to enter and exit much faster before the trend
reverses.
Our bots have stop loss and take profits pre-defined,
and they take a minimum of 1%+ trading fee or a
maximum of 2.5%+ trading fee out of a trend, and if
the movement sustains, the bot will continue to
scalp it till the trend dries up.

Currently, there are more than 7000 Cryptocurrencies as per the coin market cap, and it’s tough to determine which coin will
move on the upside so that you can make some gains.
Even if you know if a coin will move on the upside, many people don’t know how much it’s movement will be. When people see
a coin is moving upwards, they will not take profit due to the greed of making more profit out of that coin.
If you want to trade 100 coins at a time, it will be tough to determine which ones will go up so that you can bet on them. It
creates market indecisions for your trading style, and you might end up losing your whole capital.
Our bots are programmed to overcome all market indecisions; we use mathematical formulas and concepts to make proper
decisions and trade without any emotions and greed. They make smaller trades so that it becomes a decent profit at the end of
the day. We have more than 100+ bots in our network now, and we are adding in more and more day by day.
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YFSG Value
and Future
Growth

Every single DEFI investor dreams of a quick 10x or
100x profit, which is not possible if the project is not
sustainable in the long run.
YFSG is a subscription-based token, so it will have a
massive demand in the future as there will be
continuous recycling of the coin in the market.
Here is a quick break down of the complete recycling process of the YFSG Token.

RECYCLING OF
YFSG TOKEN

Step 5

5

A Step by Step Approach

Back to step 2 + step 3

Step 4
4

Investor 2 finds some other high-profit synergy pool and
buys YFSG from the market and invest in that pool.

Step 3
Every month, we buy back YFSG from the market to pay to

3

all pool investors, so Investor 1 gets their monthly profits in
the form of YFSG.

Step 2
2

YFSG received in our ERC-20 wallet will then be sold in the
market to add up funds in the exchange wallet.

Step 1
1

Investors 1 finds a high-profit synergy pool and buys YFSG to
invest in that pool.
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Synergy pools are one of a kind and they are the
backbone of the whole YFSG ecosystem.

Synergy
Pools

After we complete our YFSG token sale and launch
on uniswap exchange, we will start launching the
Synergy Pools.
Initially, there will be ten synergy pools, and we will
link each pool to an ERC-20 wallet. We shall
consider all YFSG coins received in that specific
wallet as an investment towards the pool.
All YFSG coins received will be sold in the market
to add up funds in the exchange accounts so that
our bots can utilize them in the trading activities.
We pay the profit to the same ERC-20 address
according to the pool’s estimated monthly profit.

TOKEN SALE AND TOKENOMICS

TOTAL SUPPLY = 5000
YFSG
TOKEN SALE = 3500
YFSG
PRIVATE SALE = 1000
YFSG
PRE-SALE = 2500 YFSG

TEAM = 250 YFSG
FOUNDERS = 250 YFSG
LIQUIDITY = 500 YFSG
MARKETING AND
DEVELOPEMENT = 500
YFSG

PRIVATE SALE = 1000
YFSG
DATE = 11TH OCT-13TH
OCT
1 ETH = 10 YFSG
MIN = 1 ETH
MAX = 2 ETH
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PRE-SALE = 2500 YFSG
DATE = 15TH OCT 20TH OCT
1 ETH = 5 YFSG
MIN = 0.25 ETH
MAX = 10 ETH

CONTACT US

Thank you
very much
for
reading
upto
here......
VISIT OUR
TELEGRAM
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HTTPS://YFSYNERGY.FINANCE

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE
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